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Abstract
Tbe associative memory of a stack filter is defined to be tbe set of root
signals of that filter. If the root sets of two stack filters both contain a desired
set of patterns, but one filter’s root set is smaller than the other, then the
filter with the smaller root set is said to be better for that set of patterns. Any
filter which has the smallest number of roots containing the specified set of
patterns is said to be a best filter.
The configuration of the family of best filters is described via a graphical
approach which specifies an upper and lower bound for the subset of possible
best filters which are furthest from the sets of type-1 and type-2 stack filters.
Knowledge of this configuration leads to an algorithm which can produce a
near-best filter. This new method of constructing associative memories does
not require the desired set of patterns to be independent and it can construct
a much better filter than the methods in [I].

This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under the grant
EET 87-21333.
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I. Introduction
The root set of a stack filter is defined to be the set of all signals which
are invariant under filtering by that stack filter [1-7]. In this paper, it will be
considered to be the associative memory of that stack filter. This analogy
with associative memories has led to a new notion of when one stack filter is
better than another one [I]. Specifically, if the root sets of two stack filters
both contain a desired set of patterns, but one filter’s root set is smaller than
the other, then this filter is said to be better for that set of patterns. The filter
with, the smaller set of roots would make the better associative memory.
As an example, consider the set of rank-order filters for some fixed window width. The root set of the median filter is the set of all signals in which
constant-valued regions of some minimum length alternate with monotonic
regions [5,6]. The root set of all other rank-order filters is the set of constantvalued signals [7], which is obviously a proper subset of the set of median filter
roots. Therefore, if our goal is to find a filter which preserves the set of
constant-valued signals, any rank order filter would work, but any rank-order
filter other than the median would be better than the median filter. In other
words, if the root set of the median filter is considered to be the set of
memories of the median filter, then it contains many false memories [8], while
the root sets of the other rank order filters contain no false memories.
This connection between associative memories and median/stack filters
goes beyond the existence of invariant signals. It is also built on the conver
gence properties of median, rank-order, and stack filters. The median filter,
rank order filters, and stack filters of type-1 and type-2 all filter every finite
length input signal to a root signal after a finite number of iterations [1,2,5,7].
Such convergence behavior is an important feature of associative memories.
This paper strengthens this connection between stack filtering and associ
ative memories by addressing the design of stack filter based associative
memories which have the fewest false memories. We do not investigate the
convergence properties of the filters which result from this procedure; that is
still a problem requiring more research.
The input to our stack filter based associative memory will be the set of
one-dimensional signals of length, L. The neural system to be considered will
then consist of single layer of L neurons. Each neuron will be modeled as a
stack filter with 2N+1 inputs and a single output. The 2iV+1 inputs will be
2AT+1 consecutive points in the input signal. We will also require each of these
L stack filters to be the same; i.e., all the neurons in our single layer perform
the same operation. In this way, the output of our single layer of L neurons
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can be considered to be the output obtained by passing a stack filter of win
dow width 2iV+l over the length L input signal by the standard method of
advancing the window by one position along the signal at each time incre
ment.
For simplicity, only the case of binary input signals will be presented; the
case of multi-valued signals can be obtained by exploiting the weak superposi
tion property known as the threshold decomposition property of median
filters, rank order filters, and stack filters [9,10].
Since each stack filter is defined by a positive Boolean function, the use of
binary signals means that each "neuron" in our model is actually a positive
Boolean function. Note that some positive Boolean functions are threshold
logic gates, but that cascades of threshold logic gates may be required to
implement the remaining positive Boolean functions. In summary, in this
model a positive Boolean function will be treated as a cascade of nonlinear
thresholding operator, which is the definition of a neuron in the conventional
neural network models.
The primary goal of this paper is then to develop algorithms for design
ing stack filters which have root sets which contain the smallest possible
superset of a prespecified set of patterns. Since only binary inputs will be con
sidered, this problem reduces to finding the positive Boolean function which
preserves a specified set of binary inputs. The restriction to positivity, which
is necessary and sufficient for these filters to have the superposition property
mentioned above, plays a key role in the analysis and in the design algorithms.
Some initial results on this problem of designing stack filter based associ
ative memories were obtained in [l]. It presented a classification scheme for
stack filters, some basic tools for the characterization of the root-preservation
behavior of the different classes of stack filters, and procedures for finding best
type-1 and type-2 stack filters.
In this paper, we extend those results in two Ways. We obtain: a charac
terization of those filters which are best amongst all stack filters with respect
to preserving a desired set of patterns; and a heuristic learning scheme is pro
posed which produces a stack filter which is better than any of the filters pro
posed in [I]. This learning scheme, which is a consequence of the characteriza
tion of the set of best filters, produces a type-3 stack filter which is better than
the best type-1 and type-2 stack filters produced by the learning algorithms in
[I].
:
The characterization of the set of possible best filters is obtained in the
form of a Hasse diagram. Each filter preserving the desired set of patterns

belongs to a family of better filters satisfying some appropriate condition.
Eacb node on the Hasse diagram that will be constructed represents a best
filter chosen from each family. This diagram describes a few of the possible
best filters and then tight bounds which are guaranteed to enclose a nonempty
subset of the set of best stack filters. Significantly, this subset of best stack
filters is in a certain sense the best filters which are furthest from the sets of
type-1 and type-2 stack filters.
As mentioned earlier, one issue that is not addressed in this paper is the
convergence behavior of the filters produced by the algorithms developed in
this paper. Since type-3 stack filters are being considered, instead of type-1 or
type-2 filters as in [l], we are not guaranteed that every input will be filtered
to a root signal; oscillations may occur. Also, the algorithms currently do not
provide a mechanism for specifying to which root a given nonroot signal will
be filtered. The primary contribution of this paper is to see, once a window
width has been specified, how well the best stack filter of that window width
can do in terms of the number of false memories.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review some
basic concepts and collect all the operators used in [1,2] to form an algebra,
called the stacking algebra. Some new properties of this stacking algebra are
also introduced in this section. v
In Section 3, we review the definition of a better filter and extend the
results shown in [I]. Two significant better filters are introduced and the pro
totype of two procedures used to construct these filters are emphasized.
In Section 4, we design two procedures extended from Section 3 to pro
duce better filters which are better than the filters mentioned in Section 3.
Then, the configuration of the subset of best filters which are furthest from
the type-1 and type-2 stack filters is described. The theorem presenting this
characterization is called the Existence Theorem, and it is important since it
completely specifies the associative memory capability of stack filters.
In Section 5, an Invariance Theorem is presented. It specifies the behavior
of all the best filters characterized in the Existence Theorem.
In Section 6, we use the Existence and Invariance Theorems to design a
heuristic learning scheme which can construct much better filters than the
filters mentioned in Section 3. Finally, some conclusions are given.
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2. Basic Concepts
Iri this section, the definition of binary stack filters is reviewed and the
relationship between associative memories and a stack filters is made precise.
Second, the classification of stack filters into four different types is presented.
It allows us to specify the behavior of stack filters which preserve a desired set
of patterns. Third, a useful set algebra, called the stacking algebra, is extended
from [1,2]. This algebra is the primary tool used in this paper. Finally, the
root—preservation lemmas first developed in [1,2] are reviewed and simplified.
A more detailed discussion of some of the material in this section is found in
[1,2]. This section does contain material not found in [1,2].

2.1. Binary Stack Filters
For simplicity, all signals we will deal with in this paper will be binary
signals. Once the behavior of a stack filter is understood for binary signals, its
behavior for multi-valued signals can be obtained through the weak superposi
tion property called the threshold decomposition [9,10]. We thus concentrate
on binary stack filters, which are just staek filters with binary inputs.
A signal X of length L will be denoted by the vector X — (X1
where n G { 0, I }; t'=l,2,...,£. The appended version of X for some positive
integer N is called X ' and is defined as follows:
X =(x -N+\>x —JV+2 > • • ♦ > x' l +n )
in which
x'i —x i> —N + l< i< 0;
x'i=Xi,

1< » < £ ;

x' i—xLi L + l< i< L + N .
Clearly, X f G{ 0, I, }L+2N and is just X with its end points repeated N times.
In the sequel, X r will be called the appended version of X.
The definition of a stack filter Sy(*) is based on a positive Boolean func
tion / of 2AT+1 variables [1-4] which can be expressed as a Boolean expression
containing no complements of the input variables [11]. The exact definition of
stack filters is stated in the following.
The input signal X corresponding to the output signal Y is defined as fol■lows:
'
.
4
'

/($

$ ‘i —N + l t •••? X

X t*+iv)

*““!)• <•}Lm

(2 4 )

Note that x',- is the *th component of the appended version of X and i/,- is the
tth component of the output signal Y obtained from the stack filter based on
the window function /.
From Eq.(2.1) it is clear that this sliding window filter can be represented
by a mapping of the form Sf(X) = Yj that is, Sf.{ 0, I
0, I }L.
As stated above, a stack filter is based on a positive Boolean function.
Any Boolean function can be completely specified by two subsets, its on—set
and its off —set, which are the set of binary strings of length 2iV+l for which
the filter’s output is a one or a zero, respectively. More precisely, if / is a
Boolean function of n variables, the on—set and off —set of / will be denoted
as on(f) and off(f), respectively, and are defined as follows:
on(f) = { v :■v € { 0, I }", / (v)=l }
and
o f f { f ) = { v ^ v e { 0 , I } ny / ( v )= 0 }
There is a trivial partial ordering of stack filters formed by their on—sets
(or off —sets) under the relationship of set inclusion. ,
Definition 2.1s
Let / and g be two Boolean functions of n variables. " / <</" if and only if
on(f) Q on(ff); equivalently, " / <g" if and only if off(g) C off(f).
Clearly, the relation "<" defined in Definition 2.1 forms a partial order
ing. If / and g are positive, we also can say "<!?/(•) <
if and only if / <g.
Note that the notation < is the conventional notation to represent a par
tially ordered relation no matter on which set we define. For instant, the par
tial ordering defined between two length L vectors X and Y is denoted as
X < F if XiKyi; »=1,2,...,L.
For convenience, the partial ordering < defined on the set A is denoted as
(A, <) and is called a partially ordered set.
Definition 2.2:
Let (Ay <) be a partially ordered set. An element m £ A is minimal
(maximal) when there is no other element a in A for which a<m (m<a).
If the minimal (maximal) element is unique, then it is called the least

(greatest) element of (A, <).

□
In the sequel, we assume the length of signals is fixed, say Z, and the window width of any stack filter that is being considered is 27V+1; that is, the
number of variables of the positive Boolean functions is 2JV+1.
The set of fixed points of the stack filter 5y(*) is called its root set and is
denoted as R ( f ); that is,
R {f)= {X :X £{0,l}L and 5/(X)=X}.
The root set of a stack filter will be considered to be an associative
memory which is based on that stack filter.

2.2. The Classification o f Stack Filters [1]
Four different types of stack filters are identified in this subsection. They
are called type-0 through type-3 and are defined in terms of the characteristics
of the o n s e t s of the filters in that type.
The set diagrams, shown in Figure 2.1, are used to clarify their charac
teristics. A circle is used to represent the whole space {0,l}2Ar+1 or x2N+1, the
upper semicircle is used to represent the subspace xNl x N which is the set con
sisting of all vectors whose central component is "l", and the Iqwer semicircle
is used to represent the subspace xN0xN which is the set consisting of all vec
tors whose central component is "O". Note that the highest and the lowest
points in this diagram are l 2iv+1 and 02N+1, respectively. The shaded area
represents the possible case of o n s e t of / on which the stack filter Sf(') is
based. The more detailed description of xNl x N and xNOxN will be given in the
next subsection.
If the o n s e t of /is the empty set, x Nl x N, or x2N+1, the stack filter 5;(*)
is called a type-0 stack filter. The set diagrams of o n s e t on which type-0
stack filters are based are shown in Figure 2.1 (a). The class of type-0 stack
filters is denoted as TP0.
If the o n s e t of / is a proper subset of xNl x N, then the stack filter <Sy(*)
is cialled a type-1 stack filter. A set diagram of the o n s e t of a typical type-1
stack filter is shown in Figure 2.1 (b). The class of type-1 stack filters is
denoted as T P1.

(b) type-1

(c) type-2

Figure 2. IrEach circle represents the space x 2N+1. The upper half of the circle is the
SubspacervZ jr; the lower half is Xn OjiT. The shaded area in each circle represents the
on-set of a Boolean function of 2N+1 variables, (a) Hie three type-0 stack filters
arebased on positive Boolean functions whose on-set are empty set, xF lxF .j^+ *.
(b) The on-sets o f the Boolean functions which represent Qfpe-I stack filters arc a proper
subset o f XT IxT . (c)The off-sets o f the Boolean functions which represent type-2 stack
filters are a proper subset of Xn Oxn W ) Type-3 stack filters are based on positive Boolean
functions whose on-sets lies across the boundary between Xn I xn and XnOxn

If the on—set of / is a proper superset of xNl x N, then the Staek filter
Sjf(') is called a type-2 stack filter. A set diagram of the o n s e t of a typical
type-2 stack filter is shown in Figure 2.1 (c). The class of type-2 stack filters
is denoted as TP2*
If the stack filters are not type-0 , type-1, or type-2, then they are
classified as type-3 stack filters. A set diagram of the o n s e t of a typical
type-3 stack filter is shown in Figure 2.1 (d). The class of type-3 stack filters is
denoted as TP 3,

2.3. Stacking Algebra and Basic Properties
A stacking algebra, C P iP -E X T iN -E X T iD0iD 1), consists of a set ^ P i
and four operators PJEXT{'), N-EXT{'), D°(*), and D1I/). We first introduce
a set notation for vectors in the space {0,l}", and then define the stacking
algebra and present some its properties.

2.3.1. Cubic Expressions
Cubic expressions can be used to explain Boolean functions in terms of
geometry or sets in n-dimensional space. As will be seen later, this geometri
cal interpretation is particularly helpful in the study of stack filters.
The
Cartesian
product
of
n
copies
of
{0,l},
{0,l}” = {0,l}x{0,l}x • * * x{0,l}, is called the n s u b e , where n is a positive
integer. It is obviously a subset of the Euclidean Jj-space R n. There are 2” ele
ments in the n —cube, and each one is called a vertex.
These 2” vertices are the 2n different valuations of the ordered /^string
’ ‘ xni where x,- € {0,1} for all » from I to n. Thus, vertices and vectors (
or signals ) represent the same thing, and, therefore, in {0,l}”, the noun ver
tex is synonymous with vector.
With the notion of vertices and n s u b e s, subcubes of the n s u b e s can be
defined. First, a vertex will be called a O sube since it is a single point and
therefore dimensionless. A I —cube is a subset of the n —eube obtained by
replacing any one component of any vertex by "x", where "x" means "O" or "l",
For example, O ill = { 0011, 0111 } is a 1—cube and can be thought of as a
line between two vertices. A 2—cube is a subset of n —cube replacing any two
components of any vertex by x’s. For example, Oxlx = { 0010, 0011, 0110,

0111 } is a 2—cube, and can be thought of as a square. Continuing on, an
r —cube is a subset of the n —cube obtained by replacing r components of any
vertex by x’s.
Note that an r —cube is a subset of the n —cube except when r =0, and
,that the number of elements in an r —cube is 2r. For convenience, we will often
treat the 0—cube as a singleton subset of the n —cube.

2.3.2. Stacking Algebra
Now, we define the stacking algebra (r^P,P JEXT,N-EXT,D0iD 1) as fol
lows.
1'
is the set of all subsets of {0,l}2JV+1; that is, r^P is the power set of
{0,l}2iV+1. Note that 2N + l is the window width of stack filter.
Definition 2.3:
Let PJEXT{•) be a function mapping from 1^P to ^ P , It satisfies the fol
lowing conditions:
(a) P ^E X T (0 ) = 0 , where 0 is the empty .set.
(b) If v is vertex in {0,l}2Ar+1, then P—EXT({v}) is the r —cube obtained
by replacing all the .0 components of v by s’s, where r is the number
of 0’s in v.
(c) If V € 1^ P and V is nonempty, then
P-EXT(V)== LLF-^Xr({v}).
□

■

.

-

■;

■

Definition 2.4:
/ Let N—EXT(') be a function mapping from r^P to r^P. It satisfies the fol
lowing conditions:
(a) N—E X T (0 ) = 0 , where 0 is .the empty set.
(b) If v is vertex in {0,l}2^+1, then N—EXT({v}) is the r —cube obtained
by replacing all the I components of v by x’s, where r is the number
u
of l ’s in v. '
. ' :
(c) If 7 6 ^ P and V is nonempty, then

N^EXT(V) == U N-EXT{{v)).
#€K

Although these operators are set operators, we will, for convenience, use
the notation P-EXT(v) and N-EXT(v) instead of P-EXT{{v}) and
N_J£XT({t/}) when the argument v is a vertex.
Exam ple 2.1:
PJEXT{ 111 ) = { 111 }. P-EXT( HO ) = 11® = { HO, 111 } = l 2®.
PJEXT( 000 ) = xxx — x3 = {0,l}3. Note from the preceding expres
sions that if there are several consecutive 0’s, l ’s, or ®’s in a cubic expres
sion, then we would like to write them in a exponential form. NJEXT[
111 ) = xxx = x3 = {0,1}3. NJEXT{ HO ) = ®®0 = ®20. NJEXT{
0 0 0 ) = {0 0 0

}.

PJEXT{{ 101, 100 }) == P-EXT[ 101) U P-EXT( 100 )
■

S=

1®1 U Ixx

. == 1®®

- .

NJEXT{{ 101, 100 }) = N-EXT{ 101) XJ N - E X f (100 )
= ®o®
S=

u ®oo

®0®

□
Definition 2.5:
Let CEr^P. Then Z>°(*) and D1(*) are defined as follows:
D°(C)={u0v: V u Iv 6 C } and P 1(C')={ulv: V uOv 6 C }.
°

'

■

The operator D°(’) is used to mirror a vertex in the subspace x Nl x N to
the subspace xN0xN and the operator £*(•) is used to mirror a vertex in the
subspace xN0xN to the subspace xN\x N.

Example 2.2:
Let C=(O o o jo iij IOI j IIO ) in space {0,l}3, then D 0(C)=(QOI j IOO) such
th a t O il and HO are mirrored to 001 and 100, respectively, and
D i (C)=(OIO j I I I ) such th a t OOO ahd 101 are m irrored ]fco 010 and 111,
respectively.
□

v'

-

-v - ■: ■

.

.

- \ ; s :-'

-

V v -

- S : . v
:;V
-/:v

Extremal Property: [1,2]
(a) Let VeTTP- wEP-EXT( V) if and only if there exists a vE 7 such that
v<w.
-.1C
(b) Let VeTTP. w EN—EXT(V) if arid only if there exists a. v E V such that
w<v.
.
w
..
□. ■
' - v’
. c
The upward cone is used to represent the set diagram of P—EXT(v) with
the tip v at the bottom, and the downward cone is used to represent the set
diagram of N-EXT(v) with tip v at the top. Both are shown in Figures 2.2 (a)
and (b). From the graphical representation, it is obvious that the vertex w is
above the vertex v — any v with t/<-u> —will be covered by the upward cone
formed by P-EXT(v). Similarly, any vertex w below the vertex v — any w
with w <v -- will be covered by the downward cone formed by N-EXT(v).
Note that these graphical representations are essential tools for the work
in this paper; they also make the results much easier to understand. Their use
can be seen in the following result on disjoint subsets.
Disjoint Property:

/

(a) Let
VEr^P
and
1FC[(0,l} 2N'H - P -E X T ( V)].
N S X T ( W)f]P-EXT( V)=0.

Then

(b) Let
VETP
and
WC[{0,l}2N+1-N -E X T (V )].
P-EXT( W)HN-EXT( V)—0 .

■Then

(c) Let V, WErTP. If
P x(V)VWi (^ ^ = 0 ^

;■
.■
' ..V

Proof:

VCiW=0,
:

■-

then

■

(a) If N-EXT( W)C\P-EXT( V ))^ 0 ,
N-EXT(W )HP-EXT(V)
-^ th e re exists
IF such that

D0(V)HD0( W ) = 0 and
v v
■V
'-‘, ■ S
-V:' V
... --"

then

there

exists

a

vE

(b)

o f OCtreme points according to die effect o f both extensions are also specifiedby a special
extreme ppint v ^and another point w covered by PJEXTfv) or NJEXT(V),

=*>wEP—EXT( V) by the Extremal Property
weWDP-EXT{V).
This contradicts P -E X T (V )H W = 0 .
Therefore, N -E XT( W)C\P-EXT( V )= 0.
:■%

(b) Same arguments as in (a).
(c) This is a trivial consequence of Definition 2.5.

A graphical illustration of the Disjoint Property is shown in Figure 2.3.
P ositivity Property: [1,2]
The following three conditions are equivalent:
(a) / is a positive Boolean function of 2AT+1 variables.
(b) P-EXT(on(f)) = on(f).
(c) N-E XT{off(f)) — off(f).

This
property
also
reveals
an
important
result:
P -E X T 2(on(f))=P—E X T (on(/)) and N -E X T 2(off( f ))=N-EX:T(off (/)) even
when / is not a positive Boolean function. Therefore, any Boolean function can
be processed by taking P—E XT(') or N - E X T (') to be a positive Boolean func
tion. This is why we call the preceding property the Positivity Property.
Based on the Positivity Property, applying P -E X T(') or N -E X T (‘) to

.
•■

any V in r^P yields a nice structure, which will be called P ositive-Structure or
P-gtructure, which is distributed over the subspaces x Nl x N and x N0xN in the
fashion shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.

. I' ■-■'
I

i
i;.
P-Structure Property:

.. ■'

Vlv

'

''

'

■

Let V e ^ P . Then the subsets P-EXT(V) and N-EXT(V) of {Oyl}2JV+1
will have the following properties:
v s f
(a) D } ( P - E X T ( \ ^ x N0xN) O ^ - E X T ( V ) n x Nl x N]
D°(\ xn 1xn -P-EXT(V)])C[ xn Oxn - P - E X T ( F)]. ,
(b) D °(N-EXT( V )n x Nl x N)C[N-EXT( 7 ) 0 ^ 0 ^ ]
D1([xn Oxn - N - E X T ( V)])C[xn 1xn - N - E X T ( V)}.
Proof:

‘

or
...

or

Figure 2.3: Figureis (a) and (b) illustrate the phenomenon o f Disjcnnt Rrcmetty.
<*) The intersection o f P EXT(V) and N EXT(W) is empty. <b) The intersection o f
N EXT(V) VidP EXT(W) is ctapty. T .

(a) For
all
'
we
have
uOv£[P-EXT(TOn^ivOajiv]. fPieix ulv£P_EXT(V) because of the
relation u0v<ulv and: the Extremal Property. Since the center of
u lv has the value I, it is trivially in xNl x N. Thus,
Similarly,
it
D°([xNl x N-P J E X T (

can

be

shown

that

V)].

(b) This follows from arguments similar to those in (a).

2.4. Root-Preservation Lemma a id Some Properties
In this subsection, the binary version of the root-preservation lemma in
[1] stated, concisely. Only this concise statement will be needed to derive the
later results in this paper.
Definition 2.6s
The one —set obtained with a window of width 2N+1 from a specific
binary signal X is the set of subsignals of length 2JV+1 which are con
tained in the appended version of X and whose center point has value "l".
We denote it as one(X;2N+l)v The zero—set obtained with a window of
width 2iV+l from a specific binary signal X is the set of subsignals of
length 2JV+1 which hre contained in the appended version o f -X and
.. whose center point has value 1WI We denote it as zero (X;2N+1).
□

- ■

*

■

‘

Note that .Xus a finite length signal —say of length L — and assume there
is a window of width 2iV+l sliding from left to right on the appended version
of X. If the center point in the window has value I, then this window vector
belongs to one (X;2AT+l); otherwise, it belongs to zero(X;2N+l). We
represent these sets more precisely as follows:
;
one(JST;2iVH-1) — £
\
zero (X;2 N +V) = {

i—Nr% %
—$ *

* •.*
v

i+n ) •
kx

.: > ;

v = I? * G {

l

}

'x :> x ; :;X ;V ::5 - ■
'

: ic',- = 0, t £ { l,2,...,£>} }.

For simplicity, we write one (X) and zero (X) instead of one(X;2N+l)
and zero(X;2iV+l), since 2N +1 is t ie default window width.
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Exam ple 2.3:
Xet X = 11001001 and consider a window of width 3. The appended sig
nal corresponding to X is 1110010011. Note that for each end there is a
"I" appended.
,one—set oj' X with window ofwidth 3
= one(X)
= { 111, HO, 010, Oil }
zero —set of X with window width 3
— zero {X)

= { 100, 001 , 100, 0 0 1 }
-

= { 100, 001

Recall that if a stack filter Sy(*) satisfies S j(X )-X t then we say that Sy(*)
preserves X t or X is a root (fixed point) of 5/(*).

Root-Preservation Lemma: [l]
A stack filter S/(*) based on the positive Boolean function / of 2N+1 vari
ables preserves a set of specific binary signals A if and only if
P ~ G X % U one{X))Q o n (f) and K J !X T ( \J zeropCf)C. o ff(f).
XEA
' XeA .

For convenience, we let one (A)— U one (X) and zero (A)= U zero (Jt),
XeA
Some properties based on the classification of stack filters are summarized
below. Those properties can be directly shown by applying the rootpreservation lemma.

Property 2.1:[1]
Let 5/(*) and 5?(*) be two type-1 stack filters. If on(f ) C on(g), then
R( f ) QR( g) -

1 \
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I.

Let Sf (-) and Sff(J) be two type-2 stack filters. If off{f) C off(g), then
R { f) Q R { g ) .
/ 'Jv .
□

.

••

.

■
'

.

Projperty 2.3:[1]
Let Sf (-) and Sg{-) be two type-3 stack filters. If (
o
n
C
( o n ^ r i x ' V ) and {off {f)H xNOxN) C {off {g)nxNOxN), then
R{f)Q R(g)

The relationship between / and g discussed in Property 2.3 can be seen in
Figure 2.4. Tke on—set of / in the subspace xNl x N is a subset of the o n s e t
of g in the subspace xNl x N, but the o n s e t of / in the subspace xNOxN is a
superset of the o n s e t of g in the subspace xNOxN.
Any type-3 stack filter £/(•) cap be decomposed into a type-1 stack filter
Sg{') and a type-2 stack filter S^{m) as follows:
f (xI, x2, :»*».«m+x) = g{ixi, x2, ..., x2x+i) + xN+ih{xi, x2, ..., x2N+1)
where on{g) — {on{f)p[xN\ x N) and on{h) - {on{f ) n x NOxN)[JxNl x N. The
set diagram of this decomposition is shown in Figure 2.5.
Now, we state a property with regard to this decomposition as follows.
Property 2.4: [l]
R (/) C R{g) and R{ f ) C R{h).

3.

Better Filters
v .

.

-

\,'

:

'

If the goal is to design a stack filter for the purpose of recognizing a set of
patterns, the design procedure should produce a stack filter whose root set is
as close as possible to the set of patterns to be recognized. It would, in fact, be
desirable if the root set contains every pattern to be recognized. This can
almost never be accomplished with a Stack filter without the root set being a
strict superset of the set of desired pattern. In other words, there will be some
spurious roots, which can be called "false memories".

on(g)

R gure 2.4: The relationship between on(f) andonfg) is shown above. The portion o f ontf)
in the subspace XwIxw is a subset o f the portion o f on(g) inxPlxP. The portion oion(g) in
the subspace Xn QxP is a subset of the portion ot on(f)in Xn Oxn .

: ■''H: •.

. '.
■
:
Figure 2.5: The decomposition oion(fj into on(g) and or^h)^on(f)^n(g)^(on(h}
nxNOxN).
'

:

;

'

'

"

, ;

>;•;

.

■

•

■

Althougli these spurious roots can not be avoided entirely, their number
can be minimized. As in [1], a filter with the fewest number of spurious roots
will be called a best stack filter. A filter which has fewer spurious roots than
another filter is said to be better than that other filter. Note that there may
be more than one best filter; two best filters will have the same number of
roots, and both will have root sets containing the desired set of patterns, but
their roots sets will not perfectly coincide.
The concept of a better filter was first proposed in [1] and some proper
ties of these filters were stated in that paper. In this paper, we will extend the
results in [1] by specifying the configuration of the family of possible best
filters, by presenting techniques for eliminating false memories, and by propos
ing a heuristic algorithm to find a near-best stack filter.
Definition 3.1:
Suppose that stack filters 5/(*) and Sg(‘) both preserve a desired set of
patterns, A . We say "S/(’) is better than Sg(m) with respect to A" if
j Rf f ) I < I #(0) I where | • | is the cardinality of a set. We denote
”Sf(') is better than Sg(’) with respect to A" as /< 4 <7. Note that A is a
subset of { 0, l}L.
V’.-;■■■ ' ' .
: :Thus, a best stack filter with respect to A is one which has the smallest
number of roots or memories which are not in A. That is, the root set of best
filter is the closest to the desired set of patterns.
Note the use of the "<" in the definition of a "better" stack filter. The
possibility of equality must be allowed if the concept of a best filter is to be
tractable. In other words, there may be several filters which are best. This lack
of uniqueness and the necessity of the equality is a consequence of the
difference between the two "orderings" of the length 2N+1 binary vectors that
can be observed in the window of the filter. The first ordering is the partial
ordering defined by the stacking property. The second is the ordering defined
by the motion of the filter window — if 11001 is in the window now, then
when the window moves to the left by one position only two vectors could be
in the window at its new position, either 10010 or 10011. Because of this
difference, it is possible for two stack filters to have the same number of roots
yet there may actually be more length 2N+1 binary vectors for which the out
put of one of the filters agrees with the middle bit in the vector [12].

Tlie relation "<4" is not a partial ordering, because it does not satisfy the
property of antisymmetry. For example, max and min filters in the class of
rank-order filters preserve the constant roots [7] and we know
I R (max) I = I jR (min) | =2; Le., max<cons<min and m in<con4fmax, but
max^min.
In the remainder of this paper, we will investigate the family of stack
filters which preserve a desired set of patterns, called set A.
Assumption:
Assume that the one —set of A does not contain the element OjvIOjv and
also assume that the zero —set of A does not contain the element I jvOljv.

Without this assumption, the only stack filter Sy(‘) which can preserve a
set A containing these elements is based on / ( ^ 1,Z2, . . . , x 2n +i ) — xjy+1 [2],
and is therefore a trivial filter (the identity filter). To avoid this situation,
enlarge the window width 2JV+1, increase the density of encoding pixels L, or
remove those signals from A which contain the pattern OjvIOjv or
In the sequel, we denote ST(A ) as the set of stack filters which preserve
A; that is,
5T(A)={5/ (-):VX€A, Sy(X)=X).
Property 3.1: [l]
VSff(-)e S T (A )n rP i, /fi <.4 <7where on(fti)=P-EXT(one (A)).

□

.

That is, the stack filter Sy41(*), based on the positive Boolean function f n
whose on—set is P—EXT(one(A)), is a best filter among all the type-1 stack
filters with respect to A.
Example 3.1:
Let set A be the set of monotonic signals of length 15; Le., L = 15, and
2iV+l=5. That is, /
A ={0nl 15-n:n= 0,1,..., 15}U{ln015~rt:n = 0 ,1,..., 15}.
one(A)={11100,11110,11111,01111,00111}. Thus, P-EXT(one(A)) =
lllx z U xx111. Then the stack filter 5y(i(*) based on /fi(x i,x 2,x3,X4,z5)

= Xi X3X3-^-X3Xi X5 is best among all type-1 stack filters which preserve
the monotonic signals - no other type-1 filter can have fewer roots,
although there may be some which have the same number of roots.
- □
Property 3.2: [1]
VSff(*)EST(A)n2,P 2, ftz^AQ where off (fi2)=N-EXT(zero(A)).

□
That is, the stack filter Sf(2(•), based on the positive Boolean function ft3
whose o f f s e t is N—EXT{zero(A)), is a best filter among all the type-2 stack
filters with respect to A.
Example 3.2:
Let A i Li and 2JV+1 be same as shown in the preceding example.
zero (A)={ll000,10000,00000,00001,00011}. Thus, N-EXT{zero{A)) =
i i OOO U OOOix. Then the stack filter Sy|2(*) based on ItzixiiXziX3iXi i X5)
— X3Xi X5-^Xi X3X3 is a stack filter which is best among all type-2 stack
filters which preserve the monotonic signals. Note that after it is
simplified Itzix iiX3iX3iXi i X5) — X3A-Xi Xi +XiX5A-X3Xi A-X3X5.
□

'

Since we know that a stack filter is based on a positive Boolean function,
we will often refer to a positive Boolean function as a stack filter. That is, in
this paper, the terms "stack filter" and "positive Boolean function" mean the
same thing. Since we are only considering binary signals in this paper, this
terminology is consistent, and is convenient.
In is a type-1 stack filter, which means that its on—set is completely
within the subspace xNl x N is P-EXTioneiA)); no portion of it lies in xN0xN.
Ii3 is a type-2 stack filter, which means that its o ff- s e t is completely within
the subspace Xn Oxn is N-EXTizero (A)); no portion of it lies in xNl x N. In the
following we will be interested in finding stack filters which preserve A when
these constraints on the on- and off-sets are removed. In other words, we are
interested in type-3 stack filters, in which case the on—set and off —set will
contain elements from xN0xN and x Nl x N, respectively (see Figure 2.1(d)).
The following lemma states some of the behavior encountered the on- and
off-sets are extended to x N0xN or xNl x N, respectively.

^.

Lemma 3.1:
(a) Let V —D°(P-EXT(one(A))) D \xNQxN-N-EXT{zero (^L))] and
assume it is nonempty.
Then P-EXT(one(A)\JV)
—
P—EXT(one(A)) U F; that is, the only points in xN0xN which are in
P—EXT(one (A)UV) are those which are already in F. Also, trivi
ally,
if
WGV,
v
then
P—EXT(one (A)UW)=P-EXT{one (A))\JP-EXT{ W)
C
P—EXT(one (A)) U F.
>
(b) Let V=D1(N-EXT(zero (A))) R [xNl x N-P-EXT{one (A))] and
assume it is nonempty.
Then N—EXT{zero(A)\jV)
r~
N—EXT(zero(A)) U V; that is, the only points in xNl x N which are
in N—EXT(zero{A)[JV) are those which are already in V. Also, trivi
ally,
if
WCV,
then
N-EXT(zero{A)UW)
=N-EXT(zero{A))\JN-EXT{W) G N-EXT{zero{A)) U V.
Proof:
(a) P-EXT(one{A)\JV) = PJEXT(one(A)) U P-EXT(V). Clearly,
[P-EXT{one(A))\JV] C [P-EXT{one (A))\JP-EXT{V)}.
Thus, we only need to show that P—EXT(one(A)){JV D
P—EXT(one[A)) U P-EXT(V); i.e., we need to show
V ve[P-EXT{one {A))\JP-EXT{ V)}
ve[P-EXT(one (A))UF].
Case I: If v=pOq where p and q G {0, l}^, then v£P—EXT( V) since
the central component of every vertex in P—EXT(6ne(A)) has the
value "l". Therefore, there exists an element rOsGF, where r and s G
{0,l}", such that r0s<p0q (by the Extremal Property).
Since
rOsED°(P—EXT(one (A))),
r lsE P—EXT(one (A))
and
rls< p lg . This implies that p lqEP—EXT(one (A)), which, in turn,
implies pOqED°(P-EXT(one(A'))).
By the Disjoint Property, pOq^N—EXT(zero(A)); that is,
p0qe[xN0xN-N-EXT{zero(A))}.
This
implies
v=p0qE
{D°{P-EXT(one(A)))
Tl
[xN0xN—N—EXT(zero (A))]} = V
Therefore, vE[P—EXT(one(A)){JV].
then
Case 2:
If
v=plqE[P-EXT{one{A)){JP-EXT(F)],
plqEP-EXT{one{A)) or p IgGP-^XT(F).
trivially
If
plqeP-EXT{one (A)),
then
V=P lqE[P-JBXT{one (A))UFJ.
If p I qEP—EXT{ F), then there exists rOsGF such that rOs<p Ig- This
implies that rlsEP-EXT(one(A)) and rls < p lg , which, in turn,

implies that v= plq£P -E X T(one(A )).
Therefore,
V
v£[P-EXT{one (A))\JP-EXT{ V))
ve[P-EXT(one{A))\JV).
(b) The proof follows the same line of reasoning as in part (a).

In Figure 3.1(a), the area c represents one (A) and the areas b and c
represent P—EXT(one (.A)). Then the areas h and g represent
D°(P-EXT(one (A))).
Significantly,
area
h
represents
V=D°{P-EXT{one{A))) n [x N0xN-N -E X T (zero (A))]. Similarly, the mean
ing of each region in Figure 3.1(b) can refer to the description shown below
Figure 3.1(b).
It would be nice to be able to precisely illustrate the Lemma 3.1 with the
type of set diagrams used in Figures 3.1(a) and (b). This is not possible,
though, since these figures are limited to two dimensions and the lemma
describes a higher dimensional phenomenon. The best we can say with these
diagrams is that part (a) of Lemma 3.1 states that P-EX T(h)} the positive
extension of the set h, contains no elements of the sets a and / shown in Figure
3.1(a). The dual statement, from Figure 3.1(b), is that N—EXT(a), the nega
tive extension of the set a, contains no elements of the sets e and h.
Lemma 3.1 will now be used to prove two properties which will be impor
tant for specifying the set of possible best filters. These properties will lead to
two filters: one will form a lower bound on the subset of possible best filters
which are furthest from the sets of type-1 and type-2 stack filters; the other
will form the upper bound.
Property 3.3:
Let V= D °{P-EXT(one{A)))n\zNOxN^NJEXT{zero{A))], in which case
V is given by the set h in Figure 3.1(a). Also let
on(f)=P-EXT(one{Ay)UVl Then,
VS?(*)€£T (A)DTP x, /<45. It means that / is better than any type-1
filter.
Proof: Appendix.
□

'■ ■ ■ "

'■'

We denote this better stack filter / as //; it will be the lower bound we are
interested in. This filter will be a. type-3 stack filter if F # 0 ; otherwise, J f= ft i •
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C=One(A)
buc=P_EXT(one(A))
/s

e=one(A)
SudOe=P _EXT(one(A))
A

d=zero(A)

f=zero(A)

dueug=N_EXT(zero(A))

Jug=N_EXT(zero(A))

Juh=xNOxN-(dueug)
gUh=DQ(P_EXT(one(A)))
/S

CIUC=Xn

\ xN-(budue)

aub=D ] (N_EXT(zero(A)))

A

h=(fuh)c\(guh)

a=(aub)r\0uc )

Figure 3.1: The meaning o f each region in the above graphs is described below each graph.
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Note that the on—set of // is given in Figure 3.1(a) by MJ«U£ The precise
form of the o ff- s e t of f\ will be specified in Lemma 3.2 (a).
Bxam ple 3.3:
Let A, Ir, and 2N+1 be same as shown in Example 3.1.
D0(P-EXT(one (4)))=11OxxU xxO11=0U£ (x20x2-N-EXT(zero (A)))=
{ l i o o i , i i o i o , l i o n , i o o o i , io o io , 10011, 01001, 01010, 01011} == f\jh.
Then,
h=
{01011,10011,11001,11010,11011},
Thus,
on(fi)=P-E!XT{one(A)Uh) =P—EXT(one(A))U^ = x x lll U x l x l l U
Ixx ll U llx x l U llx lx U
That is,
based on
fl(xi, X 2 f X 3 f X 4 , X 5 ) = X 1 X 2 V 3 + X i X 2 X4 + X iX 2I 5 + X 1 X4 J 5 + X 2 X4 X5
+ X 3 X4 X5 is better than any type-1 stack filters.
□
We have shown how to find a filter which is better than any type-1 filter,
we now derive dual results which lead to a filter which is better than any
type-2 filter.
Property 3.4:
Let W=Dl (N-EXT(zero(A))) n[xNl x N- P JEXT(one (A))], in which case
W is given by the set a in Figure 3.1(b). Also let
off(f)= N-EXT(zero(A))U W . Then,
'^ ( O S S I1(^ )H T P 2, /<^gf. It means that / is better than any type-2
filter.
Proof: Appendix.
P ■'
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We denote this better stack filter / as /„; it will be the upper bound we
are interested in. This filter will be a type-3 stack filter if W ^0; otherwise,
Note that the o f f s e t of f u is given in Figure 3.1(b) by oU/Uff The
precise form of the on—set of f u will be specified in Lemma 3.2(b).
Exam ple 3.4:
Let A, Ir, and 2iV+l be same as shown in Example 3.1.
D 1(NJEXT(zero (A ;5)))=xxl00U001xx=oU£ (x2Ix2-P-PX T one (A)))=
{00100, 00101,00110, 01100^01101,01110,10100,10101,10110} = oUc.
Then,
«=
{00100,00101,
00110,01100,10100}.
Thus,

off (fu)=N-EXT[zero (A)U*)

:--

=N-EXT(zero(A))\Ja =OOOzzU OOzOzUOOzzO UOzzOO Uz Oz OOUzz000.
That is, <?/.{•) based on f uix4,x 2,x3,x4,x 5) — X 1X 4 +Z1Z5-Pz2Z4 + X 2 X 5
+ X 4 X 2 X 3 + X 3 X 4 X 5 is better than any type-2 filters.

The intersection of the on-set of /; with xNl x N is the same as the inter
section of the on-set of fn with xNl x N. // is the greatest (in the sense of the
partial ordering defined in Definition 2.2) filter satisfying this relationship with
fn■
'
■
'
.
■ ■
■
The intersection of the off-set of f u with xN0xN is the same as the inter
section of the off set of ft2 with xN0xN. /„ is the least (in the sense of the par
tial ordering defined in Definition 2.2) filter satisfying this relationship with
ftt' +
,
.
.
Lemma 3.2:
(a)

N-EXT([xNl x N-P -E X T (o n e (A))]U*ero(A)) .
off (fi)=N—EXT(a\Jd) where a and d are shown in Figure 3.1(a).

(b)

P-EXTione iA)U[xNQx n -N -E XTizero (A))])
onifu)=P-EXT(eUh) where e and h are shown in Figure 3.1(b).

O f f i f l) =

O n i f a) =

{ t) : :<m.[fi)C<m{fu); that b , SffigSfJL'').
Proof:
(a) We will show that P-EXT(c\Jh) U ALSXr(aUd)={0,l}2Ar+1 and
P-EXT(cUh) H N-EXT(aUd)=0. Then, off if,)=N-EXT(a\Jd).
First, we show that P-EXT(c UA) U N-EXT(a\Jd)={0, l}2jV+1.
■

.

-

.

.

.

-

•

,

•;

'

. P—EXT(c\Jh)UN-EXT(aUd)
=P-EXT(c)\JP-EXT(h)\JN-EXT(a)\JNJBXT(d)
=(bUcUh)Uid\JN-EXT(a))\j(d\Je\Jg)
=(a\Jb\JeUdUe\JgUh)UN-EXTia).
Note that b\Jc\JP-EXT(h)=b\Jc{Jh by Lemma 3.1.
If
we
can
show
that
f C N -E X T ia),
P -E X T (c \jft)lM -E X T ia l0 ) = {0,1}2JV+1.
If / = 0 , the result follows trivially, so assume / ^ 0 .

then

By the specification of each area in Figure 3.1(a), / =
x NOxN-NJEXT{zero (A))
-D °{P-EXT{one (A))).
So,
Vve/,
v£D°(P-EXT{one{A))).
Now, we want to show fC.N—EXT(a). If there exists a v £ f such that
v<£N-EXT(a), then VyGo, v $ y (recall the Extremal Properties we
stated in Section 2).
Hence, (P-EXT(v)C\xNl x N)C)as= 0 ,‘ that is, all the vertices in the
subspace xNl x N which are greater than or equal to v must not
belong
to
d=*xNl x N—P-EXT(one (A)).
Therefore,
{P-EXT{v)f]xNl x N)CPJEXT{one (A)). By P-Structure Property,
(P -tfX riv jn x ^O a^ jc
D°(P-EXT(one (A)));
that
is,
v€D°(P-EXT{one{A))). This contradicts v^D °(P JSX T{one(A ^).
Therefore, fCNJEXT(a). Hence, P-EXT(c\Jh)U N-EXT(a\Jd) «
(0 ,l)2jv+1.
Second, we show that PJEXT(c Uh ) (I N JE X T (iU d )= 0 .
P-EXT(c\Jh)nNJEXT(a\Jd)
=(6UcU^)n[IV-PXrfa)U(dUcUff)]

=[(bUcUh)nN^XT(a)^(bUcUh)nCdUeUg)]
={[(bUc)Uh}nN-EXT(a)}\J0
=[(b\Jc)nNJEXT(a)}\j(hnNJEXT(a)}.
By Disjoint Property, (b\Jc)C\N-EXT(a)=0.
We now claim that hP[N-EXT(a)=0, and show this by using "
proof by contradiction".
If r Os£hf)N-EXT(a) where r and s 6{0,l}ff then rlsE(&Uc) and
there exists tluG d such that rOs<t Iu where r, s, t, and u ;G(Oj I ) jvV
This implies that r ls < ilu , which, in turn, implies that
r ls£N-EXT(a)C[xNl x N—d. This then implies that rlsEdn(&Uc).
But, since ofl(ftUc)=0, this is a contradiction.
v
*

(b) The proof of this statement is the dual of the proof in (a).
(c) By Lemma 3.2 (a) and (b) and the diagrams shown in Figures 3.1 (a)
and 3.1 (b), this result is obvious.
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With this Lemma we have now exactly specifies the structure of -Syl(•) and
5yu(*); that is, we know on(fi) and off(Ju) from Lemma 3.1, and Lemma 3.2
gives us off(fi) and on(fu).
Summary:
(a) Syl(•) is a best stack filter among the class of stack filters which preserve
the set of desired patterns A and whose on—set in the subspace xNXxN is
equal to P-EXT(one(A)).
on (fi)=P-EXT(one (A))U
{D°(P-EXT(one (A)))n[xNOxN-N-EXT(zero (A))]}
off (f{)=N-EXT([xNl x N—P—EXT(one {A))]\Jzero (A))
(b) SyB(•) is a best stack filter among the class of stack filters which preserve
the set of desired patterns A and whose off s e t in the subspace xN0xN is
equal to N-EXT{zero{A)).
on(fu)=P-EXT(one {A)U[xNQxn - N J E X T {zero (A))])
off (fu)=N—EXT(zero (A))
\J{Dl {N-EXT{zero (A)))C\[xNl x N-P-EXT{one (A))]}.
In the next section we will produce better filters than // and /„ through a
procedure which is a generalization of the procedures in this section to find //
and /„.
:
4 . T h e E x is te n c e T h e o r e m fo r B e s t F ilte r s
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Our goal is to find a stack filter which has the smallest number of root
signals while still having a desired set of patterns as roots. One difficulty in
determining such a filter is that there is no close?! form expression for the
number of root signals of a stack filter. There are some methods of counting
the number of roots for the median filter for various window widths [13-15]
and closed form expressions are available for certain special cases [13]. A gen
eral, but not computationally tractable, technique for counting the number of
roots of many filters is given in [16]. Still, a general and tractable technique is
not available for this problem.

Iii this section, we find filters which tightly bound a nonempty subset of
the set of possible best stack filters. If we had a tractable method of counting
the number of roots of a stack filter we could go further and possibly deter
mine the entire set of best filters. Until such a method exists, the subset of
best stack filters and the bounds on this subset derived in this section should
suffice. They do lead to a heuristic algorithm in Section 6 which always finds a
filter within these bounds.
The subset of best filters that we consider is a significant subset since all
its elements are type-3 stack filters and they will, in a sense that will be clear
at the end of Section 5, be the best filters which are furthest from the very
restrictive class of type-1 and type-2 stack filters. Note that we earlier showed
how to find filters which are best type-1 and type-2 filters. An example given
at the end of Section 6 will show how the procedure we develop in this and
the next section results in a type-3 stack filter which is significantly better
than any best type-1 and type-2 filters.
The filters which bound the subset of possible best filters of interest are
the filters 5y((*) and Sfa(') found in the previous section. The final result of this
section will be a proof of the following Existence Theorem, which states that
at least one bast stack filter exists between these bounds. (The notation
h e r iCYT 2 will be explained later in this section.)
T h eE x isten ceT h eo ren ifo rB estF ilters;
There exists a best filter Syj(•) such that Sfy|(*)<<SyJ(*)<l$yii(*) and
A e P in r ,.

In the remainder of this section, we will derive some properties to clarify
the behavior of better filters with respect to A, and these properties will then
IeadtoaproofoftheE xistenceT heorem .
Lemma 4.1:
(a) Let V O cn U n and P-EXT{one{A))CP_EXT(V), and let the stack
filter Sf(') have
on {f)=P_EXT( V)U{D°{P_EXT{ V))D{xNOxN-N^EXT{zero (A))]}

off { f ) = N - E X T ( ^ l x N- P J S X T t j r j ^
Then. Sfim
) is the best stack filter among all the stack filters which
preserve A and whose o n s e t s in the subspace xNl x N are equal to
: PJSXT(V).
(b) Let
and NJSXT(zero (A))QN-PXT( W), and let the
stack filter Sfim) have
. on(f)=P-EXT{[xNOxN- N J S X T ( W)])\JP-EXT{one (A))
and
off (f)=N-EXT( W)U{Dt IH-EXTi W))n[xNl x N-P-EXT{one (A))]}.
Then Sfim) is the best stack filter among all the stack filters which
preserve A and whose o ff—sets m the subspace xNOxN are equal to
N-PlXTiW).

This Lemma can be proven by the same method which we used to prove
Lemma 3.2. This results can be visualized with the set diagrams in Figures 4.1
and 4.2, which are similar to those of Figure 3.1. Note that no m atter how we
expand or shrink the sets PJSXT(V) and N-EXTiV), by the rootpreservation lemma, PJSXTi V) must contain PJSXTione (A)) and
N -E XT i W) must contain N-EXTizero (A)).
Based on Lemma 4.1, two procedures are now designed to modify a given
positive Boolean function / to make it better.
P ro c ed u re I (output: /*):
Let V=[onif)f]xNl x N] (input). Then
on if*)=P-EXTi V)U{D° iP-EXTi V))n[xN0x N-N-EXTizero (A))]}
and; A..;;

'

.

•

;

•

off i f *)=N-EXTi[xNl x N- P - E X T i V)])\JN-EXTizero (A)).

The filter / has an on—set which contains more elements of the subspace
x n Q x n than the on—set of the original filter /; the on—sets of / and /
con
tain exactly the same elements of the subspace xNl x N. Since this procedure
enlarges the on-set of / by extending it "further" into the subspace x N0x N, the
filter f* is always better than the filter /. In fact, f is a member of the set of
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P J X T (V ) •

one(A)
zero(A)

Figure 4 .1: This graph is similar to Figure 3.1(a). The set P JX T (V ) is used to
represent the expansion of the set PJCTfone(A)) and the same procedure used to
construct /{ is also used to construct a possible better filter with the input PJXT(V).
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one(A)
zero(A)

N J X T (W )
Figure 4.2: This graph is similar to Figure 3.1(b). The set NJSXT(W) is used to
represent the expansion o f the setN_EXT(zero(A)) and the same procedure used to
construct f u is also used to construct a possible better filter with die input NJZXT(W).

best stack filters whose on-set contains the same elements of xNl x N as the
on-set of /.
We now state the dual of Procedure I.
P ro c e d u re 2 (output: / ):
Let W=[off(f)f]xN0xN] (input). Then
on (f**)=PSXT([xNOxN- N S X T ( W)])\JPSXT(one (A))
and
off (f* * ) = N S X T ( 1F)U{P1( N S X T f W))n[xNl x N—P S X T ( o n e (A))]}.

□
.

$if:

The filter / has an off —set which contains more elements of the sub
space x Nl x N than the off —set of the original filter /; the off —sets of / and f**
contain exactly the same elements of the subspace XivOxiv. Since this pro
cedure expanding the off-set of / by extending it "further" into the subspace
x iVla;iV, the filter /
is always better than the filter f. In fact, /
is a
member of the set of best stack filters whose off-set contains the same elements
of XivOxiv as the off-set of /.
Note that Procedures I and 2 always produce filters which as far from or
further from the set of type-1 and type-2 filters, respectively, as the filter that
is the input to the procedure. In this case, further means that the on-set con
tains more elements of XivOxiv, or the the off-set contains more elements of
x Nl x N.
Note that, by the properties of positive Boolean functions, P S X T ( V ) = V
in Procedure I and N S X T ( W ) = W in Procedure 2.
For simplicity, we define the following notation for the set of all stack
filters which preserve the set A and have exactly the same set of elements of
x Nl x N (xN0xN) in their on-set (off-set).
C1( V,A)={Sf (-)€ST(A):on (f)DxNl x N= P S X T ( F).}
Note that in order to satisfy the conditions Sf(')EST(A)
On(Z)DxivIx iv= P -^ X r(F ),
we
must
haye
VC xn I xn
P S X T ( o n e ( A ) ) C P S X T ( V ) \ otherwise, Cx(V,A)=0.
In a similar fashion, define

and
and
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C2(W,A)={Sj(-)eST(A):off (Z)Hxn Oxn =N-EXT( W).}
Note that in order to satisfy the conditions Sf(')£ST(A) and
off (f)C\xNOxN=N-EXT( W),
we
must
have
WCxivOx^
and
N-EXT(zero(A))CN-EXT(W); otherwise, C2(WtA ) = 0 .
We define the following notation to specify a best filter in C1(FjTl)
(C2(WiA)); they are the filters found when Procedure I (2) is applied to any
filter / in Cl (VyA) (C2(WtA)).
c^(Ci(VyA))=J* and /?(C2(IM ))= /* *
where ' ' . .
on(f*)=P-EXT( V)\J{D° (P-EXT( V))f][xNOxN-N-EXT(zero (A))]}
'
■

off (/*) =N-EXT( xn 1xn - P - E X T ( V))\JN-EXT(zero (A))
•

'

•

•

.'

-v S^,

.

'

End ,
/

on(f **)=P-EXT( xn Oxn - N J E X T ( W))UP-EXT(one (A))

off (J**)=N-EXT( W)\J{D1(NJEXT( W))H[xNl x N-P-EXT(one (A))]}.
That is, a(*) and /?(•) are two operators corresponding to the operations
of Procedures I and 2, respectively.
Note that S f (•) and %**(*) may not be the only best stack filters in
Ci(V,A) and C2(W1A )1 respectively.
We now rewrite Properties 3.1 through 3.4 using the notation just
defined.
Lemma 4.2:
(a) a(Ci(one(A)yA))=a(Ci(P-EXT(one(A)),A))=f,.
(b) # (C 2(2 em (T l),^
(c) Sfii(-)eCi(one(A),A).
(d) s ft?{')€C2(zero(A),A).
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Recall that // and Ju were defined in the previous section. Note that //
can be constructed by Procedure I with input V=P-EXT(one(A)) and Ju can
be constructed by Procedure 2 with input W=NJEXT(zero(A)).
Let the sets I 1 and J2 be two sets in the subspace xNl x N with JiCT2.
Then, the on-set of the filter produced by Procedure I with input I 1 is trivi
ally contained in the on-set of the filter produced by Procedure I with input
J2. A similar statement applies to Procedure 2. We apply this result in the
following Lemma.
Lemma 4.3:
(a) MVQxn I xn
Jl^ a i C 1(ViA)).

□

such

(K) MWQxn Oxn
such
P(C2(WiA))QJu.
V

that
that

P-PXT(one (A))QP-EXT{ V),
N-EXT(zero(A))CN-EXT(W),
-'UJ

■

Note that / Qg if and only if on(J)Qon(g), or if and only if
Off(I)CoffU).
This lemma shows that the best filter chosen from each family C1(ViA)
is an upper bound of // and the best filter chosen from each family C2(WiA)
is a lower bound of f u.
In order to specify our concepts more clearly, graphical representations
will be used to demonstrate the relation between some specific possible better
filters.
Definition 4.1:
Let ( F iQ) be a partially ordered set and / i , /2,..., JnEJv - If Jl i J2, . . . , Jn
satisfy the following condition
■■

J l < / 2< • • • < f n ,

■

then we say that' { / i ,/ 2,...,/n} forms a chain with lower bound J1 and
upper bound Jn. The graphical representation of this chain is shown in
Figure 4.3.
□
From C1(ViA) (C2(WiA))i we choose a representative best filter by
applying the operator «(*) (/?(*)). Now, we collect a set of best filters by
allowing the set V(W) to vary.

V
iT
-

Figure 4.3:

...,/n } forms a chain and its chain diagram is shown above.
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and

Note that Jy x is the family of all best filters constructed by Procedure I
with any input FC xjvI xjv such that P—EXT(one (A))CF and Jy 2 is the family
of best filters constructed by Procedure 2 with any input WCxjvOxjv such that
N-EXT(Zero(A))C1W.
By Lemma 4.3, we have the following result with this new notation.
Lemma 4.4:
(a) V / G ^ t h a t is, 7/ is the least element of Jy 1.
(b) VZGjy 2, /</«; that is, /„ is the greatest element of Jy 2
□
Graphical representations of ( f x,<) and (Jy 2,^ ) are shown in Figures 4.4
and 4.5. In Figure 4.4, / <2 is the greatest upper bound of (Jy x, <), because
o n ( f t 2 ) f ) x N I x jv= XjvI x jv is the largest possible input for Procedure I . Note
that /u appears as a node in Figure 4.4. Its appearance in (Jy x, <) is
significant, and the fact that it will always appear in (Jy x,<) will be shown in
the next lemma.
In Figure 4.5, Z<i is the least lower bound of (Jy 2,^), because
0J r(Zn)HxjvOxjv= XjvOxjv which is the largest possible input for Procedure 2.
There is also a significant node in Figure 4.5. It is Zi and its presence will be
verified in the next lemma.
Although both (Jy i,< ) and (Jy 2,<) completely describe a partial ordering
of filters -- in terms of which filters are greater than other filters —preserving
A, they only specify loose bounds on the set of possible best filters. In the
remainder of this section, the filters above f u in Figure 4.4 and the filters
below ft in Figure 4.5 will be truncated, resulting in a set of filters which are
invariant under processing by hoth Procedure I and Procedure 2. Note that an
input Boolean function is called "invariant under the processing of Procedure
I ( Procedure 2 )" if the output Boolean function is the same as the input
Boolean function.
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Figure 4 4 : The Hasse diagram o f ( F i» < )
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Figure 4.5: The Hasse diagram o f [ T *»^)

. T t1- . - ' .

"

■"

Lemma 4.5:
'■■■:

(a) //G f 2- .".■■■

(b) ZuG f 1.
Proof: .
(a) Let W=off {fi)C\xNOx^. We Heed to show that either
[P-EXT(xNOxN-W)\JP-EXT{one (A))] f \x Nl x N=P-EXT{one (A))
or {N-EXT( iy)U {£1(N-EXT( W)) f | [xNl x N-PJEXT{one{A))}}} R
xNl x N — xNl x N—P—EXT(one (A)). That is, the on—set of f\ in the
subspace xNl x N is invariant under the processing of Procedure 2 if
the o f f- s e t of // in the subspace xNOxN is the input to Procedure 2.
We pick the first statement to show this invariant case as follows.
P-EXT{x NOxN-W)UP-EXT(one (A))
=PJEXT{on{fi)f)xk OxN)UP-EXT{one{A))
^ P-EXT{D°{P^EXT(one (A)))n[xNOxN-N-EXT{zero (A))])
\JP-EXT(one(A)) (P-EXf{c\jfi) m Lerniha4.V)
={D°(P-EXT(one (A)))n[xNOxN-N-EXT{zero (A))]}
UP - E X f {one{A)) {P-EXT{c)\Jh in Lemma 3.1).
Therefore,
[P-EXT{ xn 0x n - W)\JP-EXT{one (A))}DxNl x N=P-EXT{one (A))
(b) The dual to the above argument shows that ZttEjy i<
□
Therefore, f\ and f u belong to f i H f 25 that is, f i H f 2 contains at least
two elements if f r / f u.
Since every stack filter
<§/(*) preserving A
belongs to
G i{on{f)nxNi x N,A)
and
C2{off {f)C\xN0xN,A),
and
a ( C i( o n ( f) r \x Nl x N,A))<Af and (3(C2(off (f)r\xN0xN,A)) <Af, we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.6
For all Sf(')£ST(A), there exist Z1E f \ and J2E f 2 such that f i < A f and
/2

/•
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□
Up to now, we have used Procedures I and 2 separately. In the following
lemma, the consequences of these procedures together are presented. Alternat
ing applications of Procedure I and Procedure 2 will provide a good tool to
find a set of better filters which are invariant to both Procedure I and Pro
cedure 2.
Lemma 4.7:
(a) Vf E T I , let / be processed by Procedure 2 to obtain g. Then, <7<^/.
That is, Sg('), ^Ejy2, is better than Sf(‘).
(b) V/Ejy2> let / be processed by Procedure I to obtain g. Then,
That is, Sg{'), gEff 1, is better than Sy(*).
Proof:
(a) Let V=on(f)r\xNl x ^ . Since /E j^i, we have
on(f)=P-EXT(V)\J{D0{PJ3XT(V))n[xNOxN-N-EXT{zerg(A))}}
and
off (f)=N-EXT([xNl x N-PJEXT{ V)])UNJEXT{zero [A)).
Let W=off(f)C\xN0xN, then, after processing by Procedure 2 with
input Wr, we have
on{g)=P-EXT([xNOxN-NJEXT{W)})\JPJEXT(one(A))
and
off {g)=N-EXT( VF)U{i?1[N-EXT{ W))n[xNl x N-P-EXT{A)}}.
Note that the off-sets of both / and g contain exactly the same set of
elements of xNOxN.
If we can show that on{g)C\xNl x N is a subset of on{f)C\xNt x N, then
by Property 2.3, g<Af.
on{g)=P-EXT{[xNOxN—N-EXT{ W)])\JP^EXT{one (A))
=PJEXT{on{f )f\xNQxN){JPJEXTfone [A))
g (™ (/)n a ;V
The last statement is true by Leinma 3.1. Now,
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{[(on(f JR x^Ox^ U V][JP-EXT{one ( A ^ R x ^ lx *
=VUP-EXT{one{A))
= V.
That is, On(^)RxivIxivCon(Z)RxivIxiv
Therefore, g<Af(b) The dual of the above argument proves this statement.

□
Lemma 4.7 (a) is based on a procedure in which Procedure I is used first
and then Procedure 2 is used. Suppose that we begin with a filter h which
preserves A. After applying Procedure I to h, we obtain f, where, trivially,
ZGf i- If we then apply Procedure 2 to /, we obtain g. These three filters
satisfy g< AK aH. and on(h)f]xNl x N = On(Z)RxivIxiv D On(^)RxivIxiv Also,
off (Zi)RxivOxiv D off (Z)RxivOxiv = ojf (g)nxN0xN.
Similarly, Lemma 4.7 (b) is based on a procedure in which Procedure 2 is
used first and then Procedure I is used. Suppose that we begin with a filter h
which preserves A. After applying Procedure 2 to h, we obtain f, where, trivi
ally, ZGf ?. If we then apply Procedure I to f, we obtain g. These three filters
satisfy g<Af<Ah and off (Zi)RxivOxiv= off (Z)RxivOxiv Doff{g)f)x&0x N. Also,
on (Zi)RxivIxivDon (Z)RxivIxiv= on (^ R x ivIxiv.
Lemma 4.7 can be generalized as follows:
L e m m a 4.8s

(a) VZGf' i, there exists a </€f 2 such that g<Af.
(b) VZGf 2> there exists a g E f x such that g<Af-

□
As mentioned before, this result is not good enough to specify a tight
bound on the set of possible best filters. In the next lemma, a tighter bound
will be obtained.
Recall that "J is invariant under the processing of Procedures I and 2"
means that if P=(On(Z)RxivIxiv) is the input of Procedure I, then the output
Z is equal to f and if W=(off (f )RxiV0xiV) is the input of Procedure 2, then
the output Z is also equal to f. Also recall that ZGf 1O f 2 if and only if f \ s
invariant under both Procedure I and Procedure 2.

A graphical representation of (Jv i DJ^2><) is shown in Figure 4.6. The
least element and the greatest element of this graph are J1 and /„, respectively.
This graph is much smaller than the graphs of
and (F2><) The next
Lemma will show that our search for a best filter can be confined to Jy 1Q F 2L e m m a 4.0:

(a) V/GF 1, there exists a g £ f 1Q F 2 such that g<Af.
(t>) V/GF 2, there exists a SrGF1H^Z such that ^<^4/,
Proof:
(a) Let / be processed by Procedure 2 to obtain Z1, and then let J 1 be
processed by Procedure I to obtain J 2. At the n’th joint application
of Procedures I and 2, we will have f 2n processed by Procedure 2 to
obtain / 2n+1, and / 2n+1 processed by Procedure I and obtain / 2n+2.
By Lemma 4.7,
'* * ‘ /2 » + 2 ;< i l / 2 » + l < A / 2 n < A ‘

/'

' and
( o n ( / ) n x ^ l ^ ) ^ ( o » ( / 1) n x ^ l ^ ) K 0«(/2)ria;JV'la;iV) 2 • • •

(seq-1)

and
"V ! (^if

(/xJnx^Ox^bCoif (Zs)HajivOxjv)=

•

(seq-2)

Since seq-1 and seq-2 are decreasing sequences in a bounded space,
which is the power set of {0, l}2Ar+1 with set inclusion as the partial
ordering, there exists a positive integer m such that Vn>m
{°n {f2n) n x Nl x N)=(on(f2n+l)r\xNl x N)= • • •
and '
(offUtn)nxNo
That is,
and Jm is invariant under the processing of Procedures I and 2.
Therefore, we have found ZmG Fi H F 2 such that f m<Af.
(b) This is the dual of the statement in (a).

P ro b F o fth e E x is te n c e T h e o re m :
We have been deriving tighter and tighter bounds on a subset of the set
of best type-3 filters for preserving a specified set A . We first showed
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/

Figure 4.6: H ie Hasse diagram o f (J P in F itlS D
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that we can exclude the type-1 and type-2 filters from consideration as
best filters (Lemma 4.2). In Lemma 4.6, we narrow our search for best
filters to the set of filters in P i or in p2* The lemma just proven shows
that p Ipljv 2 contains a nonempty subset of the set of best filters in P 1
and P 2* We have thus proven the Existence Theorem for Best Filters:
the best filters exist in the set P 1D P 2*

□
Note that since every element in P 1PlPa is invariant to both Procedure
I and Procedure 2, that these filters are as far away from the sets of type-1
and type-2 stack filters as possible. In other words, we can’t get any further
from type-1 and type-2 by applying Procedures I and/or 2 again.

5. The Invariance Theorem
By
the
Existence
Theorem,
the
set
xNOxN-N ^ E X T (zero{A ))-D 0(P-EXT{one(A))), which is shown in Figure
3.1(a) as area /, and the set xNl x N-P -E X T (on e (A ))-D 1(N-EXT(zero(A))),
which is shown in Figure 3.1(b) as area c, describe bounds on a nonempty set
of best filters which are far from the type-1 and type-2 filters. For conveni
ence, we combine Figures 3.1 (a) and (b) in Figure 5.1.
As mentioned in the Existence Theorem, the subset of best filters which
are far from type-1 and type-2 filters are invariant under the processing by
both Procedure I and Procedure 2. In this section, the invariant behavior of
the the set of possible best filters lying between /; and /„ will be exactly
specified by a symmetric structure in our set, diagram s.
First,
let
us
investigate
the
xNOxN-N -E X T {zera {A j)-D °(P -E X T {on e(A )))
xNlx N—PJEXT{one{A))—D l (N-EXT(zero (A))).

behavior

Lemma 5.1:
D \{x NQxn -N-JEXT[zero [A))—D 0[PiirEX T {one [A))))
= X n I x n -P_E X T{one

or

(A ))^/)1{N-EXT{zero(A)))

between
&nd
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^ l ^ - P J X T ( o n e ( A ) ) - D l (N JXT(zero(A)))

one(A)
\

\ zgro(A)

^Q^-N_EXT(zero(A))-DQ(P_EXT(one(A )))

Figure 5.1: Two significant areas are shown in above figure. Those two areas will decide
the possible invariant filters under the processing of Procedures I and 2.
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D°{xNl x N-P-EXT{one ( A ^ - D 1{N-EXT(zero {A))))
=xNOxN—N-EXT{Lzero(A))—D0(P-EXT(one(A)))i
Proof:
W plq^ lx^P ^ X T ^ oneiA ^ -D ^ K ^X T izeroiA ))^
* !>
\/rlsE.P—EXT(one(A));
r l s $ piq,
and
U lv eD 1IN^XT(ZeroiA))); P l q ^ u l v
<*==*
WrQsED0(P—EXT{one(A)));
r 0 s $ pOg,
and
uOvEN—EXT(zero(A)); pOq% uQv
<^WpOqE[xNOxN- D i {P-£XT{one{A)))-N-EXT(ztro(A))\.
Therefore,

V
V

P 1{xNOxN-N -EXTfzer o f ^ - D ° { P - E X T { o n e [ A ) f j )
=xNl x N-P-EXT{one ( A ) ) - D 1{NJEXT{zero {A)))
or
D0{xNi x N-PJEXT{one {A ))-D l (NJEXT{zero (Afff)
=X

n

Qx

n

—N-JZXT(zero (A))—D°(P-EXT(one (A))),

One problem with the two-dimensional diagrams we have been using to
illustrate all of the sets of interest to us is that they may lead to the wrong
intuition about some of these sets. This is the case, for instance, with the set
x n Q x n -N -E X T {ztro {A))-D°{P-EXT{one (A))). From the diagram in Figure
5,1 it appears that the negative extension of this set will contain some ele
ments of D0(P-EXT(one (A)))p[[xN0xN-N-EXT{zero (A))]. Similarly it
makes
it
appear
that
the
positive
extension
of
x Nl x N-P ^E X T { o n e(A))— (N—EXT^zero(A))) will contain some elements of
D1{N-EXT(zero(A)))n[xNl x N-P_EXT(one (A))].- The following lemma
demonstrates that this is not the case.
Lemma 5.2:
(a) For
all
plqE[xNl x N-P _ E X T (o n e (A ))-D 1{NJ^XT(zero(A)))},
P ^X T {plq)a{D l { J ^ X T { z e r o { A ^ ^
(b) For
all
pQqe{xN0XN-N-EXT{zero(A))-D°(P_EXT(one{A)))\,
N-EXT(pOq)n{Do(P_EXT(one(Ay))n{zNOxN-N-EXT(zero(A))}}=0 .
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Proof:
(a) K
there
exists
a
r Ise P -E X T(P lq )O iD 1(N-EXT(zero (A)))0[xNl x N-PJEXT(one (A))]},
then p l q < r l s and rOsEN-EXT(zero(A)). Trivially, pOg<rOs.
Thus, by the Extremal Property, pOqeN-EXT(zero(A)). That is,
plqED (N—E X T (zero(A))). It makes a contradiction with
pAq&{xNl x N- P ^ X T ( o n e ( A ) ) - D 1(N-EXT(zero(A)))])
Lei,
P 19^ D 1(N—E X T (zero (A))).
Therefore,
P~EXT(plq)0{D1(N-EXT(zero(A)))0[xNl x N-P^EXT(one(A))\}=Q).
(b) This is the dual of the result in (a).

□
Now, we state the Invariance Theorem as follows.
In ^ a rla iio ^ T heorem :

Let //< /< /u. Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
M

Z e r t n r 2;.

(b) i>°([^ (/)nxArl ^ ] - [ 0n(//)nxArlx Arj)
=[0n ( /) n x ArQ ^ ] - [ 0n (//)n x ArOa:^].
(c) D 1({off(f)OxN0xN]-(off(fu)OxN0xN})
H o f f ( f ) n x Nl x N}-[off(fu)OxNl x N}.
□

;

Figure 5.2 is used to specify the different cases arising from the intersection of the on-set and off-set of /E F ifT F 9 with the sets
x Nl x N-P -E X T{o n e (Aj)-D*(N-EXT(zero(Am
and
XNOxN^N -W ^T(ze ra{Aj)^D0(P-EXT(Qne(A% We let '
/= [o n (/)D x ivl a:JVH 0n (//)n x Arlx JV];
II=[off (f )OxNl x N}-[off (/tt)n® jvIz i^];

//J=[on(/)DxJVOxAr]—[on(//)flxJVOxAr];
f

IV={off (f) O x N0xN]-[off (fu)OxN0xN}.

The sets I through I V are shown in Figure 5.2. Hence, the Invariance Theorem
states that f is invariant under the processing of Procedures I and 2 if and
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one(A)

I I //
zero(A)

I=[on(f)rx N\xN]-[on(fi)rx Nlx N]
II=[off(f)rx Nlx^-[off(fu)nK NlxN]
III=[on(f)rx NOxN]-[on(fi)mc nOx n]
IV=[off (f)rx nQx ffI-Iqff (fu)rx nOx n ]

Figure 5.2: This graph represents the possible configuration o f a positive Boolean
function/w hich is invariant under the processing o f Procedures I and 2.
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only if D0(T)=III and if and only if D 1(IV)=IL
Proof of Invariance Theorem:
First we prove that (6)* *{c).
Since (IUII)= [xNl x N-P -E X T(one ( A f ) - D 1(N-EXT(zero (A))]
and
(IIIUIV)= [xNOxN-P-EXT(one(A))-D°(P-EXT(one(A)% and Sy
Lemma 5.1 and Disjoint Property, (b) is equivalent to (c).
Second, we prove that
Since/ G f 1D f 2,
VplgG//
*=+ VrlsEP-EXT(one(A))-, r l s g pig, VvI wED1(N-EXT(zero(d.)));
p l g $ t>lu>, and / (plg)=0
* = * VrOsED0(PJEXT(one (A))).; rOs$ pOg, VvOwEN-EXT(zero (A));
pOg$ vOw, and /(p0g)=0
* ^ pOqtf-D0(P—EXT(one (A))), pOq^N—EXT(zero(A)), and / (p0g)=0
■#=^VpOgG/F.
Note that "/ (POg)=O=^/(plg)=0" needs to be specified in detail in the
previous statements. We know that this special case can not be shown by
using stacking property [1-3]. Recall that / G f 1D f 2- Trivially, / G f 2.
Since we know thatp0gG (o f f( f ) f ) x N0x N) and p IgG(ZL)//). Thus, by the
processing of Procedure 2, p lqE[off (/)D (/U //)]. Therefore, / (plq)=0.
Finally, we show (c)1^ ® ).
Since we have shown ( 6 f >>(c), we can combine the facts (b) and (c) at
same time to show that (a) is also true. The method of the proof is same
as the method used in the proof of Lemma 4.5.
Let F=(©n(/)Da:'^l*JV) and W=(off (f)C\xN0xN). We need to show that
xN0xNf]on (f*)=xN0xNf)on (/) and x Nl x NC\off (f**)=xNl x Nf]off (f)
where / is obtained from Procedure I with input V and / is obtained
from Procedure 2 with input
that, is, / is invariant under the process
ing of Procedures I and 2 or /G f i D f 2.
Since P-EXT(V) and N-EXT(W) entirely lie in subspaces xNl x N and
xN0xN,
we
can
simply
show
that
xN0xNC\on(f)=D0(P-EXT( V))U[xNOxN-N-EXT(zero (A))]
and
x Nl x NUoff ( f ) = D 1(N—EXT( W))U[xNl x N-PJEXT(one (A))].
D°(P—EXT( V))C\[xNOxN—N—EXT(zero (A))]
=D 0( P

- E

X

T ( o n e iy_EXT(^ero (A))]
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=[D0(P-EXT{one{A)))\JD0{I}]n{xNOxM-N-EXT{zero[A))}
—[D0(P-EXT(one(A)))\JIII]f)[xNOxN—N-EXT(zero(A))]
={D0(P-EXT(one(A)))n{xNQxN-N-£XT{zero{A))}}
\J{lIin[xNOxN-N-EXT(zero(A))]}
=[on(fi)nxNOxN] \ j n i
~on(f)C]xNOxN.
Similarly, D 1{NJSXT( W))n[xNl x N-P -E XT(one (A))]= xNl x Nf]off{f).
Therefore, the Invariance Theorem has been proven.

Note that IUII = xNl x N~-P~EXT{one{A))-Dl (N-EXT{zero{A))) and
I I I U I V = x NQxN—N-EXT(zero(A))~D0(P-EXT{one(A))).
Example 5.1?

U sin g th esam ed ataasin E x am p leS A j W efindthat
1U//={01101, OHIO, 10101,10110}
and, trivially,
Zzi U i u = D 0 ( 7 U / i ) = { o i o o i , o i o i o , i o o o i , l o o io } .
By the Invariance Theorem, we can easily determine the structure of
T I 2• There are 16 elements in f ' i DJv 2• If we don’t choose any ele
ments from IUII, we get //; choose any one element, say v, and we get
four possible invariant filters constructed by the following scheme:
on(/)=on(/,)U{t;}UD0({w});
..., pick four elements ( all of the four ) and we get /M. Thus, the cardi
nality of xHJy 2 ig

+

+

+

+

Note that the four elements in IU II are incomparable.

f fe<2 Invariance Theorem reveals a significant phenomenon. To increase
or to decrease the portion of- the on-set (off-set) of an invariant positive
Boolean function in the set xNl x N—P-EXT(one (A))—D1(N-EXT(zero (A)))
requires Simultaneously increasing or decreasing the portion of the on-set (offSet)
of
that
positive
Boolean
function
in
the
set
xNQxN—N—EXT(zero(A))—D°(P-J5XT(one (A))). Note that the cardinality pf
set I is equal to the cardinality of III and the cardinality of II is equal to the
cardinality of IV. In the next section, we will use this concept with Property
2,3 to propose a heuristic method which will allow us to construct a near-best
filter, which means it will have very few, but possibly not the minimum
number, of false memories.
We now state some special cases of the above theorem. These cases are
interesting since they lead to only one or two filters as the candidate best
filters.
Corollary 5.1:
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) xNOxN-NJEXT{zero (A))-D°(P-EXT{one {A)))=0.
(b) xNl x N—P—EXT(one ( A ) ^ D 1{N-EXT{zero {A)))=0.

(c) f i D f 2={//}={/«}•
□
Thus, if region IIIUIV is empty, or if IUII is empty, then // = f u and we
have found a desired best filter which is furthest from the set of type-1 and
type-2 filters.
The following corollary is another stating Corollary 5.1.
Corollary 5.2:
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) D°{xNl x N-P-EXT{one {A)))CNJEXT{zero (A)).
(b) D 1(xNQxN—N—EXT(zero (A)))CP_EXT{one (A)).
(c) //=Zu-

□
If there is only one element in either IUH or IIlUIVy ft and f u are the
only possible best filters which are as far as possible from the set of type-1 and
type-2 filters. This is stated more precisely as follows.

Corollary. 5.3:'
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a)

I xNl x N-P-EXT(on e ( A ^ - D 1(N-EXT(zero (A)Jj \ =1.

(b)

I x NOxN-N-EXT(zero(A))—D0(P-EXT{one (A))) | =1.

(c)

I f i HF 2 I =2.

0. T h e H e u ristic A lg o r ith m

By the Existence and Invariance Theorems, we know that we can find a
best filter between // and f u an d that this filter satisfies the invariant property=
We, as yet, do not have an algorithm which is guaranteed to find one of these
best filters.
In this section, we will specify an algorithm which improves upon // or f a
to find better filters. The algorithm does not necessarily terminate, though,
with a best filter.
The algorithm starts with either fg or f u and then expands its on-set or
off-set, respectively. We will consider only the case in which we expand the
on-set of fg; the dual of the algorithm would then begin with f u .
In the algorithm to expand the on-set of.//, we need only consider adding
elements from I\J1I to the on-set. Note, though, that adding elements from
RJII also entails adding the dual element in IIRJIV. These two statements are
consequences of the Invariance Theorem.
D efin itio n 6.1:

A

vertex v in RJII is called an in—expansion
.(^n(A)UPirEXr(U)) I —| (on(/,)) |]=m.

vertex

if

This definition requires that some method is available for counting the
number of roots of // and its proposed modifications. At this point, this must
essentially be done by brute force if exact results are desired. At least this
counting need only be done on a few filters.
For convenience, we sometimes use R (on(/•)) to represent the root set of
S/(’) instead of R (/).
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Example 6.1:
As shown in Example 5.1, JU//={01101,01110,10101,10110}. We used a
computer program to determine the effect of adding each of these ele
ments to the on-set of /,. The result: 01101, 10101, and 10110 are
0—expansion vertices and OHIO is a 185—expansion vertex. Thus, adding
OHIO to the on-set of // produces a filter which has 185 more roots than
//. Addition of any of the other vertices has no effect.
El: --V;
By Property 2.3, as the portion of on(f) in the subspace xNl x N
decreases, it is possible that the cardinality of the root set also decreases; simi
larly, and as the portion of on{f) in the subspace xN0xN increases, the cardi
nality of the root set may decrease. Ideally, we would like to decrease the portion of on(f ) in IXjII and to increase the portion of on(f ) in IIIXjIV simul
taneously. But, by the Invariance Theorem, we know that this is impossible.
That is, both parts increase or decrease simultaneously. In order to find a filter
better than //, we propose a heuristic algorithm which collects the 0—expan
sion vertices in HjIL Addition of these vertices will, by definition, not expand
the number of roots, and it may decrease their number as the dual vertices in
IIHjIV are added in.
Heuristic Algorithm:
Step-1: Find the set V— the set of all 0—cxpateipn vertices.
Step-2: Let on(fh)=on{f,)\JP-EXT(D°(V)).
D;'";',"''.

.

v.

An experimental result is shown in Table 6.1. We still use the monotonic
signals of length 15; that is, L =15. We also tried a variety of window widths:
2iV+l = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. In this desired set of patterns, there are 30 ele
ments. Our goal is to design stack filters which preserve this desired set of pat
terns and only contain a few false memories. Since we know that there does
not exist any closed form to find the cardinality of root set of any stack filter,
we use the method of enumeration to find the exact number of root set of each
stack filter mentioned in Table 6.1.
Note that each numerical entry in Table 6.1 shows the cardinality of the
root set corresponding to a specific window width and a specific stack filter.
This experiment shows how well each of the filters we have considered so far
performs in terms of the total number of roots preserved. Each filter in the
table preserves the desired set of 30 signals corresponding to all possible
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Table 6.1

fa

;

3

5

7

:9

5842

1046

452

247

:

11

13

15

156

126

121
I

.

ft2

5842

1046

452

247

156

126

. 121 .

fl

1974

369

161

98

76

61

: 51

fu

1974

369

161

98

76

61

51

fh

1974

262

HO

72

50

39

30

■

j
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monotonic signals — but each one may also have false memories, or extra
roots. The smaller the total number of roots, the better the filter. Since
one (^4.) and zero (A) in this example are in some sense symmetric,

I « ( /< » ) I - 1 * ( / < 2 ) I a n d I « ( /l) I
Table 6.1 shows how an increase in window width decreases the number
of roots, and therefore decreases the number of false memories. Each row of
the table is decreasing. Note that // and /„, which are type-3 filters, are
significantly better than f n and / ^ , which are type-1 and type-2 respectively.
Finally, our heuristic approach yields a filter, f h, which is better than ft and
/u*
i
;
Note that once the window width has been increased to 15 (the last
column of the table), in which case there is full connection between every
input and every output (signal length =* 15), then fh has no false memories.

7. Conclusion
"" • '
.

'

■
' 'V-'""'

...

.■ .

. '

■ '.

In this paper, some properties of stack filter based associative memories
were presented. The two key results were called the Existence Theorem and
the Invariance Theorem, since they led to a characterization of a set of best
filters which are as far as possible from the sets of type-1 and type-2 stack
filters.
We specified that all possible best filters which are contained in the fam
ily of filters whose on—sets contain exactly the same of elements of x Nl x N, or
whose off —sets contain exactly the same elements of Xn Oxn . The best one of
each family is bounded from above by Sfu(•) and from below by %(*), which
were defined in Section 3.
v
With the Existence and Invariance theorems as a guide, a heuristic learn
ing scheme was proposed in Section 6 which is very efficient at eliminating
false memories.

Appendix
Proof of Property S.$:
By
construction,
on(f ) H x n I x n
=
P-EXT{one{A))
and
N-EXT(zero (A)) C off(f). Thus, Sf(') preserves A.
Since Sf(’) is a type-3 stack filter whose type-1 decomposition is
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P-EXT(one(A)) = o»(/a)> b y P ro p e rty 2.3, R ( / ) is a subset 'of R{f n).
Therefore, Sf{“) is better than any type-1 stack filter with respect to A,
Note that, by Lemma 3.1, we are guaranteed that / is a positive Boolean
function.

- 0 :v \
Proof of Property 8.4:
: By the same'manner used- in the- proof of-Property 3.3, this 'property can
also be shown.
□ v.'" -

. :

■

. ;/ :-
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